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ABSTRACT: The theory of the a-helix to random coil transition in two-chain, coiled coils is extended to 
include the effect of loop entropy. To ascertain the conditions under which loop entropy is important, expressions 
are derived with the neglect of loop entropy for the ratio (R) of the number of residues that are part of randomly 
coiled runs at the chain ends to the total number of randomly coiled residues. R is derived for single chains 
(R,) and for two-chain, coiled coil dimers (Rd) with and without coarse graining. When Rd lies near unity, 
there are few interior random coils, and the effect of loop entropy (which is important only for interior random 
coil sequences) can be neglected. In cases where loop entropy is important, we have extended Poland's recursion 
relation method (Biopolymers 1974,13, 1859) to two-chain, coiled coils to incorporate loop entropy into the 
theory. For chains of moderate length, loop entropy is so severe as to eliminate loops entirely, producing 
a single interacting helical stretch in the dimer. Calculations with and without loop entropy are presented 
for the fraction of helix for dimers (fhd) as a function of the helix-helix interaction parameter w and for the 
helix probability profiles in homopolymeric, two-chain, coiled coils. Where loop entropy cannot be neglected, 
it makes the helix-coil transition more cooperative and concomitantly modifies the helix probability profile. 
As expected, the interior of the dimer becomes more helical and the ends become less helical than if loop 
entropy is ignored. 

I. Introduction 
In a recent series of papers we have developed and ap- 

plied a theory of the helix-coil transition in a-helical, 
two-chain coiled coils (dimers) such as the muscle protein 
tropomyosin, Tm.'$ The theory accounts for the enhanced 
stability of the parallel, in-register, side-by-side dimer of 
the two chains relative to the isolated single strands by a 
helix-helix interaction parameter w. The theory has been 
applied to a synthetic analogue of tropomyosin, XY,& and 
has successfully explained the concentration dependence 
of the thermal denaturation profile of non-cross-linked Tm. 
So far, the qualitative picture presented by the realized 
theory (Scheraga's table of u and s values for the amino 
acid residues in a single chain3-16 plus the two-chain, coiled 
coil, helix transition theory1) is in accord with the exper- 
imental d a h 2  However, the w extracted from experiment 
must be viewed as a composite parameter characterizing 
the helix-helix interaction in that we have assumed w is 
site independent and have not explicitly treated loop en- 
tropy. The former assumption can be alleviated by stud- 
ying synthetic analogues of T m  such as XY, that contain 
a repeating heptet;" this is an experimental problem and 
does not reflect a fundamental limitation of the theory; 
the latter omission is intrinsic to  the existing theory and 
must be addressed in greater detail. The primary goals 
of this paper are to provide a means of determining the 
conditions when loop entropy must be considered and, for 
those cases where loop entropy is important, to develop 
the formalism that incorporates loop entropy into the 
theory of twechain a-helix to random coil transitions. The 
result of such a development would be the removal of loop 
entropic effects from the values of w obtained by fitting 
to experiment. Hitherto, such effects have been included 
willy-nilly in w. 

Let us begin with a discussion of what loop entropy is, 
under what conditions i t  is important, and how it affects 
the helix content of a dimer. We shall consider non- 
cross-linked chains unless otherwise specified. In the most 
general context, loop entropy is the reduction in configu- 
rational entropy of a sequence of k randomly coiled resi- 
dues constrained to have an end-to-end vector r relative 
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to the case where the ends are free. The reduction in 
entropy of closed loops, i.e., r = 0, is important in DNA- 
type double helices and also in singly stranded, poly(amino 
acids) that can exist in the hairpin configuration.ls 

There are two types of loop entropy encountered in 
two-chain, coiled coils. The first type, designated CC, is 
identical in functional form with that occurring in DNA. 
Suppose that the ith residues on both chains are helical, 
i.e., an h(l)h(2) configuration, and that the ith helical pair 
is followed by k consecutive random coil pairs c(l)c(2) that 
terminate on another h(l)h(2) pair. The 2k random coil 
residues are thus constrained to form a closed loop. From 
the work of S ~ h e l l m a n , ' ~  Flory,20 and Jacobson and 
Stockmayer,21 we know that the statistical weight of the 
2k random coiled residues that form a ring is 

The magnitude of the constant C1 depends on the criterion 
of ring closure, i.e., how close the two ends must be before 
they are considered to form a closed ring; but, in any case, 
C1 << 1. The quantity d accounts for the difficulty of 
forming a small ring in chains having fixed bond lengths, 
bond angles, and trans or gauche rotational potential 
minima. In a Gaussian chain, a = 1.5 and d = 0. If ex- 
cluded volume effects are included, 1.5 < a I 2.22323 

There is another kind of loop entropy that is entirely 
absent in a DNA-type helix but that can exist in a two- 
chain, coiled coil. Suppose that residues i and i + k + 1 
on chains one and two are helical and that one of the 
chains has k consecutive helical residues while the neigh- 
boring chain contains k consecutive random coil residues 
i + 1, ..., i + k .  Thus, these k random coil residues are 
constrained to have an end-to-end vector r = kp/m, with 
p the pitch of the a-helix (about 5.4 Altum)  and m the 
number of residues per helical turn. We shall refer to these 
constrained open loops as CH-type loops (for coil-helix). 
Defining n = k/m, it is straightforward to show for a 
Gaussian chain that the statistical weight of the k random 
coil residues with Irl = np is 

with lo = ml/zbo; bo is the effective bond length per residue. 
C2 is the factor that specifies the tolerance within which 
a vector r' is said to be equal to r. Of course, a random 
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polypeptide chain is not a Gaussian coil and eq 1-2 should 
be viewed as an approximate representation of the physics. 

In addition to the cases discussed above, there is the 
possibility of nonzero, but unequal numbers of interior 
random coil sequences on the two strands. Clearly, this 
is a rather complicated case. Furthermore, given the un- 
certain validity of s,(n) and &(n), it might seem to make 
a semiquantitative theory that includes loop entropy rather 
difficult. Fortunately, as we will demonstrate, this does 
not turn out to be the case. 

Let nERS be the average number of randomly coiled 
residues in sequences of randomly coiled residues that run 
from the ends of the chain, i.e., in end random sequences 
(ERS), and let nIRS be the average number of randomly 
coiled residues in sequences of randomly coiled residues 
that are preceded and followed by a t  least one helical 
residue, i.e., an interior random sequence (IRS). 

Clearly, the inclusion of loop entropy in the theory of 
two-chain, coiled coils (dimers) will significantly modify 
the results obtained from a theory that ignores loop en- 
tropy only if 

R E ~ E R S / ( ~ E R S  + ~ I R S )  

is appreciably less than unity. In the following, let Rd refer 
to dimers and R, to monomers (single chains). Two factors 
determine whether interior random coils in dimers are 
likely in a treatment that neglects loop entropy: the total 
number of residues in the molecule, N ,  and the helix in- 
itiation parameter u.% If the molecule is sufficiently short, 
the randomizing effect of the ends leads to an Rd or R, 
near unity; thus, essentially all unwinding is from the ends. 

Consider now a chain of moderate length; whether or 
not interior random coils occur depends on the magnitude 
of u . ~  Small values of u indicate that helix-coil boundaries 
are unlikely and R will lie near one. As u increases, it 
becomes easier to form helix-coil boundaries, and the 
average number of helical sequences in the molecule be- 
comes greater than one. Thus interior random coils be- 
come more common, and it is in this regime that loop 
entropy would be expected to be important in the dimers. 

In the infinite-chain limit, R = 0; Le., there are no ends 
and all random residues are part of interior random se- 
quences. The incorporation of loop entropy in this regime 
will exert a drastic influence on the behavior of the he- 
lix-coil transition and will serve to make it very coopera- 
tive. 

The cy-helical, two-chain, coiled coils of experimental 
interest are in the small to moderate length regime. Short 
chains will have Rd (calculated with the neglect of loop 
entropy) near one. Thus loop entropy can, as indicated 
above, be neglected. However, in chains of moderate 
length such as tropomyosin, loop entropy can possibly 
exert an important effect by decreasing the average num- 
ber of interior random coils in the molecule; Le., Rd is 
increased. In other words, loop entropy acts to decrease 
the effective value of the helix initiation parameter. In 
fact, as shown in section IV, loop entropy acts to essentially 
set the statistical weight of an interior random coil in the 
interacting helical stretches equal to zero. In other words, 
interior random coils do not occur in the interacting 
portions of two-chain, coiled coils. The decreased effective 
value of u makes the helix-coil transition more cooperative. 
If the helix content of the dimer (fhd) is greater than (less 
than) 50%, the value of w necessary to give that helix 
content using an neglect-loop-entropy theory is larger 
(smaller) than would be obtained if an include-loop-en- 
tropy theory were used. 

This is not the full story, however. The discussion to 
this point is applicable to DNA-type helices as well as to 

Figure 1. Example of a typical configuration in a two-chain, 
coiled coil in which interior random coils have been excluded from 
the interacting parts of the molecule. 

two-chain, coiled coils. Yet, there is a fundamental dif- 
ference between the DNA helix and a two-chain, side-by- 
side pair of a-helices. To have a helical conformation in 
DNA requires two strands; the statistical weight of a 
helical residue occurring on only one of the two strands 
is zero; Le., it does not happen. In an a-helical, two-chain, 
coiled coil, the statistical weight of a helical residue on one 
of the two chains is not zero. Thus, while interior random 
coils will not occur in those portions of the dimer that are 
side by side and interacting, one can conceivably have an 
interacting sequence of helical pairs h(l)h(2) that is ter- 
minated by a random coil stretch on each chain and then 
followed by two helical, but noninteracting, and presum- 
ably separated, strands. Loop entropy acts to exclude 
interior random coils when bounded by interacting helices 
in the molecule but has no effect if the strands are sepa- 
rated. (See Figure l .)  

The partition function constructed for a two-chain, 
coiled coil with loop entropy must include the following: 
In a given conformation there is a single interacting helical 
stretch possibly preceded and followed by noninteracting 
parts of the chains that arises after a c(l)c(2) or c(l)h(2) 
(or equivalently an h( l)c(2)) configuration occurs. The 
noninteracting portions of the two-chains may possess 
interior random coil sequences. Thus, the specific form 
of the loop entropy is not in fact required; we must merely 
recognize that the loop entropy that would accompany the 
presence of interior coils induces partial strand separation 
and thereby eliminates the helix-helix interaction. This 
is the fundamental difference between the loop entropy 
effect in DNA and in two-chain, coiled coils of moderate 
length. 

Tropomyosin may be cross-linked by oxidation of the 
cysteine-190 residues. The presence of a cross-link mod- 
ifies u and s of the cysteine and also introduces a local 
stress in the a-helices of the two-chain, coiled coil. Hence, 
cross-linking acts to destabilize the cross-linked dimer 
relative to the non-cross-linked dimer. This is seen in the 
difference between the experimental thermal denaturation 
curve of cross-linked Tm and the theoretical curve of the 
non-cross-linked dimer.2a Recently, Mattice and Skolnick 
devised a theory for cross-linked chains that postulates that 
the interacting helices zip up from the ~ r o s s - l i n k . ~ ~  This 
treatment incorporates loop entropy in essentially the same 
manner as that  discussed above for non-cross-linked 
chains, the only difference being that the interacting 
helices in a cross-linked chain must include the region of 
the cross-link, whereas in a non-cross-linked chain the 
interacting helical stretch can occur anywhere in the dimer. 
We recognize that alternative theories of the helix-coil 
transition in cross-linked chains that explicitly incorporate 
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loop entropy may be required. Because of the uncertainty 
in u and s of the cross-linked cysteine residue, we believe 
the problem of loop entropy in cross-linked chains should 
be addressed more fully a t  a later date. In the rest of the 
paper, we turn our attention to the simpler system: the 
non-cross-linked, two-chain, coiled coil. 

The remainder of the paper provides the detailed the- 
oretical basis for the preceding discussion of loop entropy. 
Section I1 reviews the coarse graining approximation and 
other salient aspects of the original method, which neglects 
loop entropy. Section I11 presents the calculation of R for 
single chains and for two-chain, coiled coils with the neglect 
of loop entropy. Then section IV presents the extension 
of Poland’s recursion relation method for probabilities to 
include two-chain, coiled coils, with and without loop en- 
tropy, and application is made to homopolymers. Section 
V summarizes the results and discusses possible future 
directions of research. 
11. Summary of Previous Theory Neglecting Loop 
Entropy 

An analysis of the primary sequence of tropomyosin 
reveals a quasi-repeating heptet designated by letters a- 
g.26-29 Positions a and d tend to be occupied by hydro- 
phobic residues, position e tends to be anionic, and position 
g tends to be cationic. In order for residues a and d to be 
in contact with their hydrophobic counterparts (a’ and d’) 
on the adjacent chain, residues a-d and a’-d‘ must all be 
helical. Similarly, in order to accommodate the possibility 
of salt bridge formation, residues e-g on both chains must 
also be helical. To incorporate this essential physics into 
the partition function, the coarse graining approximation, 
originally introduced by Crothers and Kallenbach, is em- 
p10yed.~~ An outline of the method is presented below. 

Consider a heteropolymeric chain containing NT resi- 
dues divided into N blocks containing m residues per 
block. Let H(C) denote a helical (random coil) block, i.e., 
a block composed of m successive helical (random coil) 
residues, and let [C]H and [H]C denote a helical block and 
coil block a t  the interface of a stretch of coil and helical 
blocks, respectively. The statistical weights of the various 
conformations associated with the ith block are as follows: 

conformation statistical weight 

1 
m 

j=1 

[CIC 

[HIH SMi  = n s j  
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Now the statistical weight matrix of the ith pair of in- 
teracting blocks in the two-chain, coiled coil may be ex- 
pressed as 

(11-1) 

with u and s the standard helix initiation and propagation 
parameters.% For a homopolymer, S = (sm - l)/(s - 1) and 
r = us8. The treatment may be readily extended to chains 
composed of nonidentical-sized blocks. In particular, to 
accommodate the quasi-repeating heptet characteristic of 
tropomyosin, we employed alternating four- (a-d) and 
three- (e-g) residue blocks. 

The statistical weight matrix of the ith block in an 
isolated, single chain may be written as 

i 
C H 

i -  1 

(11-3) 

1 and 2 label the chains, @ denotes the direct product, and 
E, is a diagonal matrix with unity everywhere along the 
diagonal except for E,(4,4) = w. w is the helix-helix in- 
teraction parameter and is the ratio of the statistical weight 
of the interacting helical block pair in the dimer to the 
statistical weight of a noninteracting pair of helical blocks 
in the dimer. Equation 11-3 implies that the statistical 
weight of a randomly coiled [C]C and [H]C is one irre- 
spective of the location of the random coil (interior se- 
quence vs. terminal sequence). 

Following Flory,3l we can construct the internal partition 
function, Zsd, for the two-chain, coiled coil by 

N 

i = l  
z,d = ROW (I,O,O,O)nUdi COl (1,1,1,1) (11-4) 

Row (e . . )  and Col (e . . )  denote a row and column vector, 
respectively. Furthermore, the mean helix content in the 
two-chain, coiled coil can be obtained from1 

N 

i = l  
fhd = ROW (I,O,O,O,O,O,O,O)IIAi COl (O,O,O,O,l,I,I,I) 

(11-5a) 

with Ai an 8 X 8 supermatrix of the form 

(11-5b) 

0 is a 4 x 4 null matrix and 

In writing eq 11-5a to 11-6, we have assumed both chains 
of the two-chain, coiled coil are identical; extension to 
nonidentical chains is straightforward. 

The theory presented here for fhd has been applied to  
extract w(T)  from experiment for a synthetic analogue of 
Tm, XY,,& and for tropomyosin at near-neutral pH2b and 
at  acidic pH.32 

111. Fraction of Random Residues in Terminal 
Sequences 

The existing (neglect of loop entropy) theory of the 
helix-coil transition in two-chain, coiled coils can provide 
an estimate of when the neglect of loop entropy is a valid 
approximation. In the following the superscript zero refers 
to quantities obtained with the neglect of loop entropy 
theory. Define NERs as the average number of random 
residues located in end random sequences and Nc as the 
total number of random residues. Thus, the fraction of 
residues that are both random and in end sequences is 

(111-1) 

and the total fraction of random residues is 
f c  = - f h d  = Nc/N (111-2) 

Of utmost importance in estimating when loop entropy can 
be neglected is 

R = foO/fc = NERS/N~ (111-3) 

Loop entropy acts only on interior random coils. If without 
consideration of loop entropy there are essentially no in- 
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terior random coils anyway, that is, Rd N 1, then the 
neglect of loop entropy is entirely justified. Under these 
circumstances, values of w( 7‘) obtained from the original 
theory will be very close to if not identical with values 
extracted from a theory that includes loop entropy. 

Poland and Scheraga have presented expressions for fe0 
of an isolated single homopolypeptide chainn based on the 
3 X 3 matrix method of Lifson and R ~ i g . ~ ~  In this section 
we shall derive expressions for fc2 in the m = 1 approxi- 
mation and in the coarse graining approximation for single 
heteropolymeric chains. Both a matrix expression and a 
serial matrix product expression for fc2 will be derived. 
We shall then extend the treatment to a-helical, two-chain, 
coiled coils. Application will be made to homopolymers 
and to rabbit a-tropomyosin. 
m = 1 Approximation for Single Chains. The ex- 

pression for f,,, in a single chain in the Zimm-Bragg, m 
= 1 approximation is simplest to obtain, and thus we derive 
f,,, for this case first. Let 1 be the length (in residues) of 
a helical stretch, i.e., a sequence whose first and last res- 
idues are in the helical conformation. (Residues 2...1- 1 
may adopt any conformation.) Then 

Y n + j  ‘;t Un+k.  
N-1 N-1 
i C C ( N  - l)J* 
1=1 n=O k = 2  

where J* = Row (l,O), J = Col ( l , l ) ,  and Z,, is the par- 
tition function of a single chain; since m = 1, NT = N. The 
first matrix in the numerator of eq 111-4 specifies that 
residues l...n are random coil states and that residue n + 
1 is in a helical state. The matrix product allows for all 
possible states in residues n + 2...n + 1 - 1. The third 
matrix specifies residue n + 1 as a helical state. The fourth 
matrix gives residues n + 1 + 1...N as random coiled states. 

An expression equivalent to eq 111-4 that is computa- 
tionally more efficient and based on a serial matrix product 
may be written as 

with Ui given by eq 11-2 with m = 1, and 
I- -! I- 

The first (second) class of terms in eq 111-5 generates the 
contribution to f,,, of all those sequences which unwind 
from the left-hand (right-hand) side of the molecule, and 
the third term corrects for overcounting of the all-ran- 
dom-coil state. We have applied eq 111-4 and 111-5 to a 
homopolymeric, two-chain, coiled coil with N = 284, u = 
4.7 X and s = 0.94t, with 1.0 I t I 1.40. The helix 
content varies from 0.082 to 0.972. The values of R, 
(equivalently f,,,) calculated from the two methods agree 
to nine significant figures, thereby providing numerical 
verification of the equivalence of eq 111-4 and 111-5. 

f,,, in Single Chains wi th  Coarse Graining. The 
coarse graining approximation introduces minor modifi- 
cations of the expressions in eq 111-4 and 111-5. We begin 
with a modification of eq 111-4. 
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c 

with 

and 

rn+la = r,+l 

SMn+lu = SM 

if 1 > 1 
= 1  i f 1 = 1  (111-Sa) 

if 1 > 1 
= 1  i f 1 = 1  (111-9b) 

Sn+l+la = S 
= 1 

if n + 1 + 1 I N 
if n + 1 + 1 > N (111-9c) 

1-1 
nUn+k  = E if 1 < 2 (111-9d) 
k=2 

Furthermore, with the r defined in eq 11-1, 
m m 

is the number of random coils at  the left end of the 
molecule when residues l...n are coil blocks and residue 
n + 1 is a [C]H block multiplied times the statistical weight 
of the particular conformation having j - 1 coils in the 
[C]H block. Equation 111-8 reduces to eq 111-4 if m = 1. 

Similarly, with S defined in eq 11-1 

S’n+l+la = m(N - n - 1) + C [ (N - n - l)m - j)] n s k  
m-1 j 

j = l  k = l  

(111-1 1) 

is the number of coils occurring to the right of an [H]C 
block at  residue n + 1 + 1 followed by coiled blocks n + 
1 + 2...N times the statistical weight of blocks n + 1 + 1...N 
associated with this end-coil sequence. 

Observe that in eq 111-8 the all-helix state is included 
since r contains some random coil states and that eq 111-8 
contains a common factor of m in each expression. For 
a chain containing blocks of identical size, we can divide 
out m. This gives for the mean fraction of randomly coiled 
blocks that unwind from the ends 

N N-1 1-1 r-0 T,,~a -I ,. . . 
f m c e =  { N +  C Z [ 0  

E=l n=O k = 2  

with 
?‘b = ?’u/m (111-12b) 

S’b = $‘:+l+l/in (111- 12c) 

For a chain containing blocks of varying sizes, eq 111-12a 
is still the mean number of random coiled blocks on ends 
but eq 111-8 and 111-12a are no longer equivalent. 
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Setting m = 4, N = 71, u = 4.1 X s = 0.94, and w 
= 1, we find R, calculated with eq 111-8 is 0.829. In the 
m = 1 approximation, R, = 0.799, excellent agreement. 
By way of comparison, fhdo = 0.816 and 0.823 for the same 
chain with and without coarse graining. 

The matrix serial product expression that is equivalent 
to eq 111-12a is 
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Table I 
Comparison of fhd' and R d '  Obtained in the m = 1 and 

m = 4 Coarse Graining Approximation (Homopolypeptide, 
n = 284, s = 0.94, and a = 3 X 

where 

with 

and 
j - 1  

7 p  = j=l E( 7 ) u j f i S k  k = j  
(111- 15b) 

Similarly 

Setting m = 1 in eq 111-15 and 111-16, we find that eq 111-13 
reduces to eq 111-5. 

fdt2 i n  Two-Chain, Coiled Coils. We are now in a 
position to construct the expression for fdceo in a coiled coil. 
The essentials of the analysis are illustrated by the fol- 
lowing simple example. Suppose we know PAB, the sta- 
tistical weight of the state AB and we want q A ,  the sta- 
tistical weight of state A, without regard to state B. Clearly 

q A  = $pAB (111-17) 

This is precisely the problem faced when calculating fdc2 
in the dimers. We shall require the statistical weight of 
a coil or helical block on one of the chains given that the 
two chains are not independent. 

Thus an expression analogous to eq 111-12a for the 
fraction of random coils that unwind from the ends in a 
two-chain coiled coil, fdc2, can be derived. However, due 
to space limitations, we present here the computationally 
far more useful supermatrix expression for fdc2. Define 

with 7p defined in eq 111-15b and 

with 8, defined in eq 111-16b. Equations 111-18 and 111-19 

m = l  m = 4  

fhd' do fhd' do 
W l l m  

1.000 0.2407 0.2989 0.2378 0.3392 
1.024 0.2600 0.291 5 0.2571 0.3286 
1.047 0.2839 0.2846 0.2811 0.3182 
1.068 0.3132 0.2785 0.3105 0.3089 
1.088 0.3487 0.2737 0.3462 0.3008 
1.107 0.3907 0.3882 0.2949 0.2708 
1.125 0.4386 0.2703 0.4360 0.2917 
1.142 0.4907 0.2727 0.4879 0.2916 
1.158 0.5442 0.2780 0.5411 0.2948 
1.174 0.5961 0.2862 0.59 29 0.3012 
1.189 0.6441 0.2968 0.6408 0.3102 
1.204 0.6866 0.3090 0.6833 0.3211 
1.218 0.7232 0.3223 0.7201 0.3333 
1.231 0.7541 0.3359 0.7513 0.3462 
1.245 0.7801 0.3495 0.7776 0.3593 
1.257 0.8019 0.3628 0.7997 0.3722 
1.282 0.8356 0.3876 0.8340 0.397 1 

0.4198 1.305 0.8600 0.4099 

indicate that fdc2 for chain 1 is being calculated. Equiv- 
alent results are obtained for identical chains when the 
order of the direct product is reversed. Then by analogy 
to eq 111-13 we have 

0.8590 

r 1 

fdce' = 
NZsd 

(111- 20) 

with J* = Row (l,O,O,O,O,O,O,O), J = Col (O,O,O,O,l,l,l,l), 
and Z,, the internal partition function of an isolated single 
chain. The first (second) class of terms generates all the 
average number random coils on one of the two chains that 
unwinds from the left-hand (right-hand) side of the 
molecule. The -NZ, term corrects for overcounting of the 
all-random-coil state on one of the chains. Setting w = 1 
reduces eq 111-20 to eq 111-13. Equation 111-20 is valid for 
all m 2 1. 

Calculations on Homopolypeptides. I t  is important 
to ascertain the validity of the coarse graining approxi- 
mation used in eq 111-20. In Tables I and 11, fhdo and Rdo 
= fdc2/(l - fhdo) were calculated in the m = 1 and in the 
m = 4 approximations for a two-chain homopolymer con- 
taining 284 residues per chain, with s set equal to 0.94 and 
using eq 11-5a and 111-20. Values of u were 3 X (Table 
I) and 4.7 X (Table 11). These choices give values of 
Rdo appreciably less than and near unity, respectively. In 
both cases, values of w reported are normalized to the 
"per-residue value" i.e., wl /m.  Clearly, in both cases fhdo 
calculated in the m = 1 and m = 4 approximations agree 
very well. The agreement between Rdo calculated in the 
m = 1 and m = 4 approximations is not as close as for fhdo 
but is still rather good; the behavior of Rdo vs. w1Im cal- 
culated by both methods is the same. (The worst relative 
disagreement between the two methods is 14% .) As fhdo - 1, there are fewer [C]H and [H]C boundaries; thus, the 
Rdo calculated from the two methods converge. We 
therefore believe the coarse graining approximation can 
be used with confidence to calculate Rdo. 

The occurrence of a minimum in Rdo as a function of fhdo 
or equivalently w is to be expected in a homopolymer. In 
the limit that fhdo - 0, Rdo - 1; the all-random-coil state 
dominates. In the limit that  fhdo - 1 (w - a), the hom- 
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Table I1 
Comparison of fhd' and Rd' Obtained in the m = 1 and 

m = 4 Coarse Graining Approximation (Homopolypeptide, 
n = 284, s = 0.94, and a = 4.7 x 

m = l  m = 4  

fhd' do fhd' Rd' w- lim 

1.00 
1.024 
1.047 
1.068 
1.088 
1.107 
1.125 
1.142 
1.158 
1.174 
1.189 
1.204 
1.218 
1.231 
1.245 
1.257 
1.282 
1.305 

0.0824 
0.0874 
0.0952 
0.1082 
0.1321 
0.1808 
0.2824 
0.4518 
0.6194 
0.7272 
0.7901 
0.8292 
0.8555 
0.8743 
0.8883 
0.8992 
0.9151 
0.9261 

0.7997 
0.7923 
0.7834 
0.7717 
0.7552 
0.7325 
0.7053 
0.6870 
0.6963 
0.7234 
0.7500 
0.7711 
0.7873 
0.8002 
0.8105 
0.8192 
0.8328 
0.8432 

0.0815 
0.0866 
0.0944 
0.1076 
0.1317 
0.1808 
0.2828 
0.4519 
0.6188 
0.7264 
0.7895 
0.8289 
0.8555 
0.8741 
0.8882 
0.8992 
0.9151 
0.9261 

0.8287 
0.8216 
0.8123 
0.7998 
0.7822 
0.7579 
0.7276 
0.7047 
0.7090 
0.7328 
0.7575 
0.7776 
0.7933 
0.8060 
0.8163 
0.8250 
0.8390 
0.8499 

opolymeric molecule will unwind solely from the ends and 
therefore Rdo - 1. Between the two limits of no helix and 
complete helix, the deviation from unity is determined by 
Q, and Rdo can develop a minimum. Comparison of Tables 
I and I1 shows that smaller values of Q give larger values 
of &do; Le., it is much harder to form helix-coil boundaries, 
and unwinding from the ends dominates. 

We have also reversed the order of the direct product 
in eq 111-18 and 111-19 and obtain nine significant figure 
agreement with Rdo shown in Table 11. 

The values of Q and s employed in Table I1 correspond 
to the "effective" Q and s values of tro omyosin a t  30 OC, 
with ueff = ( n ; z ~ ~ ~ ) ~ / ~ ~  and seff = ( $ Z S J ~ / ~ ~ .  For the 
values of Rdo shown in Table 11 one would not expect loop 
entropy to be important in the homopolymeric analogue 
of tropomyosin; i.e., curves of fhd vs. w calculated with and 
without loop entropy would be expected to lie fairly close 
to each other. However, this does not imply that loop 
entropy can be neglected in tropomyosin itself. The large 
variation in Q and s dictated by the primary sequence 
produces effects not mimicked by the homopolymeric 
analogue. We demonstrate this fact quantitatively below. 

Application to Rabbit a-Tropomyosin. In previous 
work Holtzer et al. have extracted w( 5") from experimental 
thermal denaturation curves of non-cross-linked rabbit 
a-tropomyosin at  near-neutral pH.2b Adequate discussion 
of the analysis has been given elsewhere, and we view ~ ( 7 ' )  
as a known quantity throughout the course of the calcu- 
lations presented below. (See eq 7 of ref 2b.) 

Non-cross-linked tropomyosin is capable of undergoing 
dissociation into single chains. The overall helix content 
of the solution, ah, is given by 

with fhm and gm the fraction of helix and weight fraction 
of single chains. In Table 111 we present fhm, and R ,  = 

tropomyosin in the 4,3 approximation from 20 to 80 "C 
at 5 "C intervals. The following observations are apparent: 

(1) Rdo, as calculated from this neglect-loop-entropy 
theory, differs significantly from unity and thus loop en- 
tropy may be important in tropomyosin. The fact that Rdo 
< 1 is not at all surprising. A study of the helix probability 
profile reveals numerous maxima and minima, with 

f m c e / ( l  - fhm) as well as fhdo and Rdo [=fdc:/(l - fhdo)l for 
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Table I11 
Tropomyosin in 4,3 Coarse Graining Approximation with 

the Neglect of Loop Entropy at Near-Neutral pHa 

T, 
OC fhm R m  fhd' do @h 

20 0.2427 0.3797 0.9355 0.5111 0.9355 
25 0.2273 0.3962 0.9181 0.4793 0.9181 
30 0.2075 0.4186 0.8938 0.4532 0.8937 
35 0.1852 0.4464 0.8594 0.4382 0.8578 
40 0.1622 0.4792 0.8117 0.4384 0.7936 
45 0.1399 0.5161 0.7518 0.4533 0.6388 
50 0.1193 0.5559 0.6866 0.4778 0.3546 
55 0.1011 0.5971 0.6254 0.5054 0,1597 
60 0.0853 0.6383 0.5751 0.5331 0.1005 
65 0.0719 0.6782 0.5385 0.5601 0.0782 
70 0.0607 0.7158 0.5165 0.5864 0.0649 
75 0.0515 0.7504 0.5088 0.6123 0.0559 
80 0.0438 0.7816 0.5134 0.6377 0.0512 

a The concentration of protein is 1 x mol/L. 

:I, , , , , , , , , , , , 
I 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
' C  

Figure 2. (A) fhdo in tropomyosin as a function of temperature. 
(B) Rdo in tropomyosin as a function of temperature. (C) fhdo in 
tropomyosin fragment residues 70-284 inclusive as a function of 
temperature. (D) Rdo in tropomyosin fragment residues 70-284 
inclusive as a function of temperature. (E) fhdo in tropomyosin 
fragment residues 70-214 inclusive as a function of temperature. 
(F) Rdo in tropomyosin fragment residues 70-214 inclusive as a 
function of temperature. 

prominent local minima near residues 55,214, and 255 (see 
Figure 7 of ref 1). Therefore interior coil formation would 
be expected to be more important in tropomyosin than in 
the homopolymeric analogue, which has a flat probability 
profile (contrast Table 11, column five, with Table 111, 
column five). As the temperature is raised the less stable 
portions of tropomyosin are likely to melt first, leaving at 
higher temperatures the stable core. This conjecture is 
supported by the temperature dependence Of Rdo. (See also 
curve B of Figure 2; see below). Rdo initially decreases as 
the temperature increases (as the fraction of helix drops 
from one, Rdo must decrease). As T increases, Rdo begins 
to rise again. This is conclusively demonstrated below, 
where several tropomyosin fragments are examined. 

(2) fhdo throughout the entire temperature range always 
exceeds 0.50. This observation will prove important as a 
practical matter when we explicitly consider incorporation 
of loop entropy into the theory. 

(3) R, is an increasing function of T. For the single 
chain, we are always in the small-helix-content limit, and 
R, must approach one as fh, decreases, i.e., as T increases. 

We have also calculated fhdo in the m = 1 approximation 
and find excellent agreement with fhdo calculated in the 
4,3 approximation. Moreover, the absolute difference of 
Rdo calculated throughout the entire temperature range 
is less than 0.02. The difference between the two methods 
decreases with increasing helix content. 

In Figure 2, fhdo and Rdo are plotted as a function of T 
in curves A and B, respectively, for the a-tropomyosin 
dimer. fhdo and Rdo for a postulated two-chain tropomyosin 
fragment, Ar, residues 70-284, inclusive, are plotted vs. T 
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in curves C and D. fhdo (curve E) and R d o  (curve F) are 
shown as a function of temperature for a postulated two- 
chain tropomyosin fragment, Am, residues 70-214, inclu- 
sive. All these curves are calculated in the m = 1 ap- 
proximation. The site-averaged w appropriate for intact 
T m  a t  the given temperature was also used in the calcu- 
lations of Rdo and fhdo for the fragments Ar and Am. These 
calculations are for illustrative purposes only and are de- 
signed to elucidate the behavior of Rdo vs. T in tropo- 
myosin; they are not to be viewed as quantitative predic- 
tions for the Tm fragments. Indeed, these fragments have 
as yet not been isolated. 

Observe the temperature dependence for Am, the frag- 
ment with the less stable regions excised; Rdo is a mono- 
tonically decreasing function of temperature. This is 
consistent with point 1 discussed above. Rdo in Tm and 
in Ar are concave-upward functions of T. We remind the 
reader that  the helix probability profile of T m  contains 
local minima near residues 214 and 255. Thus Ar should 
have an unstable interior region near the C terminus. 
Clearly then, it is the presence of the less helical portions 
in the interior of the tropomyosin molecule that produces 
the appreciable number of interior random coils and 
therefore necessitates the incorporation of loop entropy 
into the treatment of the helix-coil transition of Tm. 

Pato et al. have obtained various T m  fragments.34 In 
future work we shall extract w(T) appropriate to these 
fragments. Depending on both the length and location of 
the excised portion, loop entropy may or may not be im- 
portant. 

We conclude this section with the observation that a 
theory which includes loop entropy must be developed if 
w(T) extracted from thermal denaturation data of tropo- 
myosin is to be viewed as a physically interpretable mea- 
sure of the helix-helix interaction and not merely a broad 
composite that includes, among other things, a contribu- 
tion from loop entropy. Moreover, if longer double-a- 
helical molecules, such as paramyosin or myosin tails, are 
ever to be examined in the context of the developing 
theory, the incorporation of loop entropy into the treat- 
ment becomes a must. Section IV attempts to achieve this 
goal. 

IV. Loop Entropy i n  Two-Chain, Coiled Coils 
In this section, we develop a method of treating the 

helix-coil transition in two-chain, coiled coils that includes 
loop entropy. We begin with an extension of Poland’s 
recursion relation method for probability profiles to the 
two-chain, coiled coils that  includes coarse graining but 
excludes loop entropy.35 This treatment is formally 
equivalent to the matrix method derived previously for 
two-chain, coiled coils1 and is designated the “neglect- 
loop-entropy” theory. Representative allowed conforma- 
tions for the neglect-loop-entropy theory are a, @, and 6 
and are shown in Figure 3A. States y and t have been 
excluded because with the neglect of loop entropy these 
states have negligible statistical weight relative to the 
conformations @ and 6, respectively. (Conformations y and 
t have only one end that experiences an enhanced helix 
interaction whereas both ends in conformations @ and 6 
experience an enhanced helix-helix interaction.) We then 
focus on a simplified model, the “DNA-isomorphic” model 
(referred to in previous work as the CC-HH modell), to 
obtain a qualitative understanding of the effect of loop 
entropy on the helix-coil transition. In the DNA-iso- 
morphic model, only C(l)C(2) or interacting H(l)H(2) 
block pairs are allowed, i.e., states a and p of Figure 3B. 
The disallowed states y, 6, and t are also shown for the 
DNA-isomorphic model in Figure 3B. The reader may 
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A Neglect-Loop- Entropy Theory 

3 3 Y E B 

B DNA-Isomorphic Model 

0 3 Y E 

C CC Loops-Excluded Model 

0 c Y e 6 

D LOOPS Excluded Model 

2 
7 5 Y E 

Figure 3. Allowed and disallowed (crossed out) sequences of 
internal random coils in (A) the previously derived neglect- 
loop-entropy theory, (B) the DNA-isomorphic model, (C) the 
CC-loops-excluded model, and (D) the loops-excluded model. See 
text for a discussion of the various allowed and disallowed se- 
quences. 

recognize that as the name indicates the allowed types of 
states are isomorphic with a DNA double helix. Using the 
qualitative insight gained from the study of the DNA- 
isomorphic model, we then consider the effect of loop 
entropy in a-helical, two-chain, coiled coils. A simplified 
treatment, the “CC-loops-excluded” model, is developed. 
In the CC-loops-excluded model, loop entropy is assumed 
to act on interior C(l)C(2) type random coils and causes 
the exclusion of interior C(l)C(2) coils in the interacting 
portion of the dimer. The allowed and disallowed con- 
formations in the CC-loops-excluded model are shown 
schematically in Figure 3C. States a, y, and 6 are per- 
mitted. State @ has been excluded due to the effect of loop 
entropy (no interior CC loops in the interacting portions 
of the dimer). State 6 is included because by hypothesis 
loop entropy has been allowed to affect only interior 
C(l)C(2) and not C(l)H(2) (or equivalently H(lIC(2)) loops 
in the interacting regions of the dimer (an artificial as- 
sumption of the model). State E is excluded because the 
statistical weight of state t is negligible compared to state 
6 provided that loop entropy is ignored for interior C(1)- 
H(2) type loops. Finally we present the “loops-excluded’! 
model; representative allowed and disallowed conforma- 
tions are shown in Figure 3D. In the loops-excluded model, 
loop entropy results in the exclusion of interior C(l)C(2) 
or C(l)H(2) type loops in the interacting portions of the 
dimer. Thus states @ and 6 are forbidden while states a, 
y, and E are allowed. As shown in states y and t ,  loop 
entropy results in a single interacting helical stretch pos- 
sibly preceded or followed by random coiled stretches; any 
additional helical stretches that may occur are noninter- 
acting. The loops-excluded model has also been depicted 
in Figure 1. 

Extension of Poland’s Treatment  to  Two-Chain, 
Coiled Coils. We shall essentially follow Poland’s nota- 
tion, with the substitution of H, for helical block for his 
state “l”.35 Let q&), qI(rnI,n), and q&) be the statistical 
weight of ’n randomly coiled blocks occurring at  the right 
end, interior, and left end, respectively, of one of the two 
strands in the molecule. We remind the reader that in this 
formulation the statistical weights q R ,  41, and qL are nor- 
malized to the all-helical conformation of one of the two 
strands in the molecule. Define P(H,(H) (Poland’s P(lj1)) 
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as the conditional probability that the (j + i)th block is 
helical if the j th  block is helical and fhd(j) as the probability 
that the j t h  block is helical on one of the two chains 
(Poland's P(1,)). Poland then proceeds to derive an ex- 
pression for the P(Hj(H) in terms of P(H,IH), with k > j, 
and q R  and qI. (See eq P4 and P5.) Furthermore, once 
the P(HjlH) are in hand, it is possible to calculate fhd(j) 
in terms of qL, qI, and the conditional helix probabilities. 
(See eq P9 and P10.) 

The method also permits the calculation of Rd if eq P11 
and P19 are modified to include the all-random-coil state. 
If P(CIN) is the probability that the all-random-coil state 
is occurring in one of the two strands, then 

q L ( N )  = P(CJN)/I,d(1~~'P(HjIH) j=l (IV-1) 

Thus the contribution to the average number of random 
coils on an end, NERS, due to the all-random-coil state of 
one of the chains is 

NSL(N)fhd(l)WP(HjIH) j=l = Np(CIN) (IV-2) 

From the above it is apparent that the extension of 
Poland's method to two-chain, coiled coils is predicated 
on our ability to construct qL, qI, and q R .  Once these 
statistical weights are in hand, the existing Poland for- 
malism can be used straightforwardly. 

Neglect of Loop Entropy Theory. We begin with the 
extension of Poland's theory to a-helical, two-chain, coiled 
coils in which loop entropy is ignored. See Figure 3A. An 
equivalent matrix method has been derived in previous 
work.' 

Construction of q R  without Loop Entropy. Let 
qRo(n) be the statistical weight of n randomly coiled res- 
idues on the right end of one of the strands in which loop 
entropy is neglected. Consider now the following sequences 
on one of the two strands: 

n - 
HHHHHHCCCCCC HHHHHHHHHHHH 

I I1 

ZI, the statistical weight of I normalized with respect to 
a [C]C block of weight unity, is 
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where 

U , ( w ) =  [J'i T i w  ] 
S M j u  

(IV-4) 

and Ui is given by eq 11-2. (The dot indicates matrix 
multiplication.) 

Performing all the indicated multiplications gives 
N-n N-n N 

i=2 i=l i = N-n+ 1 
21 = 71 n SM,SN-n+lJ* n U,(w) n UiJ  (IV-5) 

with J* = Row (1,O) and J = Col (1,l). 
Similarly, the statistical weight of I1 is 

N N 

i=2 i = l  
211 = TlnSM,J*nui(w)J (IV-6) 

Thus 

with 
N 

i=l 
2, = J*rIUi(W)J (IV-8) 

That is, 2, is the statistical weight of chain two when chain 
one is in the all-helix state. 

Construction of qL without Loop Entropy. Let 
qLo(n) be the statistical weight of the n-sequential ran- 
domly coiled blocks located on the left end of one of the 
two chains and in which loop entropy is ignored. 

n 
Consider then the sequence - 

CCCCCHHHHH 
I11 

with statistical weight ZIII normalized to the all-random- 
coil state. If n < N 

N n N  

i=l  i=n+l 

and 
N 

TnClJ*fiUi n U;(w)J 
i=l i=n+l i f N > n  

2111 

211 
qLO(n) = - = 

n+l 
T nSMiZw 

l i , 2  
(IV-10) 

Setting n = N ,  Le., an all-random-coil sequence on one 
strand, we have 

(IV-11) 

Construction of q?(m I,n ) without Loop Entropy. 
Suppose blocks 1 to mI on one of the two chains are helical, 
blocks mI + 1, ..., mI + n are random coils, and blocks mI 
+ n + 1, ..., N are helical blocks, viz. 

N 

1=1 
q L ( N )  = J*nu,J/( T1i=2 fiSM,Z,J 

rnI n N - m I - n  --- 
HHHHCCCCCHHHHHH 

The statistical weight of IV normalized to the all-coil state 
is 
Z I V  = 

IV 

N 

i=m,+n+l 
n Ui(W)J (IV-12) 

Therefore 

mI+n+l 

i=mr+l 
{ II SMi2,J (IV-13) 

There is one further modification that must be made to 
Poland's treatment and that deals with the calculation of 
the internal partition function for the dimer, Zsd. We 
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prefer to normalize 2, with respect to the all-random-coil 
configuration having a statistical weight of unity. 

Now the probability of observing the all-helical sequence 
on one of the two strands is (see eq IV-6) 
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qI'(m,n) = r2Szw6(n)/(Shfw)n+1 (IV-17a) 

where 

6(n) = C1/(2mn + d)" (IV- 17b) 

6(n) is the loop entropy associated with closed loops of the 
CC type in the coarse graining approximation. (Please see 
discussion immediately preceding and following eq 1-1.) 
Since block sizes are small, fine graining of 6(n) is not 
required, as it is in DNA cases treated previously.22 

T o  check the accuracy of the programing, we computed 
fhdo and R d o  with 6(n) = 1 (no loop entropy) for a 71-residue 
chain in the m = 1 approximation with u = 1 X and 
s = 0.94 as a function of w by Poland's method and using 
the standard matrix method as applied to a DNA-iso- 
morphic model. Agreement to nine significant figures in 
R d o  and fhdo was found. Since Rd is essentially unity for 
wllm I 1.488, we set 6(n) = 0 (i.e., there are no internal 
loops); comparison of fhd with and without possibility of 
internal loop formation gave agreement to three significant 
figures throughout the calculated range of w ,  an entirely 
expected result. 

Turning now to the coarse graining approximation, we 
set N = 71, m = 4, u = 1 X and s = 0.94 and calculate 
fhd and R d  vs. w using Poland's method. Even in the ab- 
sence of loop entropy, i.e., 6(n) = 1, R d o  > 0.99 throughout 
range 1 I w I 2.95 (fhd goes from 9.7 x IO4 to 0.95). 
Consequently, setting 6(n) = 1/(2rn71)l.~, 6(n) = 0 and 6(n) 
= 1 gave values of fhd that  agreed to a t  least three sig- 
nificant figures. Hence since there are essentially no in- 
terior random coils when 6(n) = 1, loop entropy is unim- 
portant and can therefore safely be ignored. 

Use of the matrix method (using eq 40 and the following 
equations of ref 1) gave three significant figure agreement 
with fhd calculated via the Poland method. The minor 
differences between the two techniques reflect the way 
[H]C and [C]H boundaries are handled in the two meth- 
ods. Thus numerical differences between the two tech- 
niques are immaterial, and unless otherwise stated, we shall 
report results calculated via Poland's approach. 

Suppose cr is increased so that E d o  (calculated with the 
neglect of loop entropy and based on eq 111-20 in the 
DNA-isomorphic model approximation) is significantly less 
than one; then we would expect fhd values calculated with 
and without loop entropy a t  a given w to differ signifi- 
cantly. 

In Figure 4 we have plotted fhdo and R d o  vs. w for a 
284-residue homopolymeric two-chain, DNA-isomorphic, 
coiled coil having cr = 7 X and s = 0.94 in the m = 4 
coarse graining approximation. Curves A and B refer to 
fhdo and R$ calculated with 6(n) = 1, i.e., the approximation 
that the statistical weight of a [C(l)C(2)] C(l)C(2) block 
and [H(l)H(2)] C(l)C(2) block are 1 and S2, respectively, 
independent of the location of the random coil (no loop 
entropy). Curves C and D show fhd and Rd vs. w when 
qI(mI,n) = 0.0; i.e., loop entropy is so prohibitive that 
interior random coils cannot occur. In fact, using 6(n) = 
1/(2mn)" with CY equal to 1.5, 2, and m gives at least two 
significant figure agreement for fhd. The absolute differ- 
ences between the cy = 1.5 and cy = m result for fhd is less 
than or equal to 0.002. For many values of w agreement 
was even better. These differences in all cases would be 
indistinguishable on the scale of the curves drawn in Figure 
4. 

A study of fhd vs. w shown in Figure 4 leads to the 
qualitative conclusion that loop entropy acts to decrease 
the effective value of cr and thereby makes the likelihood 
of helix-coil boundaries less probable. Hence for a given 
fhd, w obtained from theory without loop entropy is less 

or 

(IV-14a) 

(IV-14b) 

A word of caution on the use of Poland's recursion re- 
lation method with coarse graining must be mentioned. 
#en coarse graining is employed, the interfacial statistical 
weights [C]H and [H]C contain mixed helix and coil states. 
Thus P(H;lH) is not exact and certain small discrepancies 
between fhd calculated by this technique and the matrix 
method of section I1 may arise. Fortunately, in all cases 
employed here the differences between the two methods 
turn out to be fairly small, and especially in the range of 
interest where fhd is greater than 50%, they can safely be 
ignored. 

Suppose w = 1, that is, the chains are independent and 
noninteracting; then the matrix products in the numerator 
and denominator of eq IV-7, IV-10, IV-11, and IV-13 
cancel. I t  is then easy to show that Poland's equations for 
qRo, qLo, and q? are recovered (see eq P24). 

DNA-Isomorphic Model. Consider the limiting case 
where we require the ith block on both chains to be either 
helical, i.e., an H(l)H(2) state, or randomly coiled, Le., a 
C(l)C(2) state. See Figure 3B. The equations for the qL, 
qR, and qI can be obtained rather simply. Let 

(IV-15a) 
L J i  

for the statistical weight of a [C]H block. Similarly, let 

for a helical block in the middle of a stretch of H(l)H(2) 
block pairs and 

ui= [k :Ii ( I V - 1 5 ~ )  

everywhere a C(l)C(2) pair occurs. 
For convenience and brevity we present only the hom- 

opolymer case; extension to heteropolymers is obvious. 
Employing the above statistical weight matrices in eq 

IV-8 gives 
2, = rSMN-lwN (IV-16a) 

and in eq IV-7 yields 

q&) = S2(SWw)-n (IV- 16b) 

Furthermore, from eq IV-10 if n < N 
qLi(n) = ( S W w ) - n  (IV-16~) 

and from eq IV-11 if n = N 
qL(M = 1 / ( r 2 ( S W ) N - 1 w N )  (IV- 16d) 

Finally eq IV-13 provides 
qf(m,n) = T ~ S ~ W ( S W W ) - ~ - '  (IV-16e) 

If loop entropy is included 
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C(l)H(2)-type coils can occur. See Figure 3C for allowed 
and disallowed coil sequences. An interior C(l)C(2) pair 
acts to partially separate the strands and thus turns off 
the helix-helix interaction. For convenience, we shall limit 
our discussion to a homopolymeric two-chain, coiled coil. 

It is apparent that qR(n) and qL(n) are still given by eq 
IV-7 and eq IV-10 and IV-11, respectively, since these types 
of sequences do not contain any interior C(l)C(2) random 
coiled block pairs; qI(mI,n) is not, however, given by eq 
IV-13 when w # 1 and must be modified to correct for the 
possibility of one or more C(l)C(2) block pairs occurring 
in blocks mI + 1, ..., mI + n. When w # 1 

qI(mI,n) = TSSM-"-'{ql + q2 + q,jZ,-' (IV-18) 

I 5  2 0  2 5  3 0  
W 

Figure 4. (A and B) fhdo and Rd0, respectively, vs. w calculated 
for the DNA-isomorphic model with neglect of loop entropy for 
a 284-residue, two-chain, coiled coil with u = 7 X and s = 
0.94 in the rn = 4 coarse graining approximation. (c and D) fhd 
and R d ,  respectively, vs. w calculated for the DNA-isomorphic 
model with pI = 0 for a 284-residue two-chain, coiled coil with 
u = 7 X and s = 0.94 in the m = 4 coarse graining approx- 
imation. 

than or equal to w obtained from theory with loop entropy 
if fhd I 0.5 and w obtained from theory without loop en- 
tropy is greater than or equal to w obtained from theory 
with loop entropy if fhd 1 0.5. A cursory glance at  Figure 
4 shows that differences in w at  the extremes of relatively 
high and low helix content can be appreciable. 

A crucial qualitative observation emerges from the study 
of the DNA-isomorphic model: In this model any rea- 
sonable expression for the loop entropy will exclude in- 
terior random coil formation. We have chosen C1 = 1 and 
set d = 0 of eq 1-1 in the above as well as other calculations 
not shown here. (Note d = 0 corresponds to a Gaussian 
chain.) In fact, we would expect d > 0 and C1 << 1. Since 
even the simplest and least restrictive expression, that for 
Gaussian chains, acts to totally eliminate internal random 
coils, we conclude in general that in the interacting regions 
of the two-chain, coiled coil there are no interior loops of 
the C(l)C(2) variety. A similar examination of typical 
values of 6,(n) defined in eq 1-2 leads us to believe that 
C(l)H(2) interior loops are also unlikely to occur in the 
interacting portions of two-chain, coiled coils. 

This conclusion, valid for the DNA-isomorphic model, 
does not, however, imply that there are no interior random 
coils in a-helical, two-chain, coiled coils of moderate length 
even where loop entropy is important. In DNA double 
helices, as in the DNA-isomorphic model, both strands 
must be helical; i.e., if one of the two strands is nonhelical, 
the other strand must also be nonhelical. Otherwise stated, 
the statistical weight of a C(l)H(2) block is zero. In 
two-chain, a-helical, coiled coils, on the other hand, 
C( l)H(2)-type conformations are entirely possible (each 
of the strands in principle could exist as a single a-helix). 
Consequently, while there are no interior coils in the in- 
teracting sequence of H(l)H(2) block pairs, this does not 
preclude interior coils in the separated, noninteracting 
parts of the dimer, where they do not yield loops. (See 
Figures 1 and 3.) Every conformation of the molecule can 
contain a single interacting stretch of helical block pairs 
possibly preceded and followed by the noninteracting and 
separated portions of the two chains. Observe that in the 
separated strands there is no loop entropy. These are the 
important qualitative insights gained from the study of the 
DNA-isomorphic model. We next broaden the discussion 
to include these features peculiar to a-helical coiled coils. 

CC-Loops-Excluded Model. Before we develop the 
formalism that embodies the entire physics described 
above, it is instructive to consider the model in which 
C(l)C(2) interior random coils cannot occur in the middle 
of a sequence of interacting helical blocks but in which 

and 
= J * u ( w ) ~ I u ~ - ~ I J -  

r 1 

L J 

is the statistical weight of all the sequences in chain two 
in which helical blocks 1, ..., mI interact with their coun- 
terparts on the adjacent chain but residues mI + 1, ..., N 
cannot. The right-hand portion of the two chains starting 
at  residues mI + 1 are no longer side by side. The second 
set of matrix products in eq IV-19a removes the state 

n 
Nu 

HHHHH- 
HHHH CCC CCHHHHH 

V 
which is incorrectly treated in ql. This particular state has 
statistical weight q3 (see below, eq IV-19c). Similarly 

q 2  = J * u ~ I + ~ u ( ~ ) N - ~ I - ~ J -  
r 

q2 is the statistical weight of all the sequences in chain two 
in which residues 1, ..., mI + n are noninteracting. Finally 

c - 

is the statistical weight of sequence V. 
Note that eq IV-18 has introduced additional interior 

coil states relative to the case where loop entropy is ne- 
glected, eq IV-13. 

We have calculated fhd and Rd as a function of w for a 
homopolymeric two-chain, coiled coil in which u = 1.5 X 

s = 0.94, N = 71, and m = 4. We have chosen these 
parameters because they yield values of &do, calculated 
with the neglect of loop entropy similar to that seen in 
tropomyosin (see Table 111). 

If loop entropy is neglected, fhdo and Rdo calculated via 
Poland's recursion relation method and via the matrix 
technique (eq 40a of ref 1) agree to within 0.02 unit or 
better. In the high and low helix content limit where 
interfaces of helices and coils are uncommon, agreement 
is much better and was within 0.002 unit. 

Figure 5 displays fhdo and R d o  as a function of w in curves 
A and B, respectively, and in which loop entropy has been 
left out. Curves C and D show fhd and Rd vs. w calculated 
by using qI(mI,n) of eq IV-18 in which C(l)C(2) coils are 
excluded from the interior of a interacting H(l)H(2) se- 
quence. 
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Loops-Excluded Model. We are now in a position to 
address the maximum effect that loop entropy could have 
on the helical-coil transition in a-helical, two-chain, coiled 
coils; Le., we disallow C(l)C(2) and C(l)H(2) interior 
random coils between interacting helical block pairs. We 
shall refer to this model as the loops-excluded model. Thus 
in a given molecule there is only a single interacting helical 
stretch, and that part of the molecule is entirely helical. 
See Figure 3D. There may also be noninteracting helical 
stretches. This requires that we suitably modify q R ,  qL, 
and qI to incorporate the aforementioned physics. We shall 
begin with the construction of q R .  

the statistical weight of a sequence of N - n randomly 
coiled block pairs on the right end of chain one. 

q R  with Effect Of LOOP Entropy. Let qR(N - n) be 

n N - n  

D 
7 t  

3LJ 2 

2 0  3 0  4 0  
W 

Figure 5. (A and B) fhdo and R d o  vs. w in homopolymeric dimer 
with u = 1.5 X and s = 0.94 in which loop entropy is neglected. 
(c and D) fhd  and Rd vs. w, respectively, in homopolymeric dimer 
with u = 1.5 X and s = 0.94 in the CC-loops-excluded model, 
i.e., in which C(l)C(2) coils cannot occur in the middle of a 
sequence of interacting helical block pairs. 

The behavior of Rd vs. w in curve D can be rationalized 
as follows: A t  low helix content the dominant type of 
random coil is of the C(l)C(2) type; it has statistical weight 
of 1 while a CH coil has statistical weight s < 1. When 
interior C(l)C(2) coils are excluded, there is essentially a 
single helical stretch in the interacting part of the dimer. 
Increasing w acts to increase the mean length of the in- 
teracting helical stretch and thus must decrease the av- 
erage number of interior random coils of the C(l)C(2) type. 
Rd therefore initially increases as a function of w. However, 
as the mean helix content increases, so does the relative 
importance of CH coils, and thus Rd begins to level off and 
displays the usual concave-upward behavior (as in curve 
B) as a function of w. 

At sufficiently small values of w, qI, defined in eq IV-18, 
introduces additional states whose total statistical weight 
may be larger than what would be seen if the chains were 
interacting. Consider the state HCH. Neglecting interior 
CC loops gives a statistical weight u2s2w2, while excluding 
C(l)C(2) loops in an interacting block gives 2u2s2w. 
Clearly, if w < 2, the latter statistical weight dominates. 
At very low helix content then, fhd > fhdo. On the other 
hand, we have excluded C(l)C(2) states from the inter- 
acting blocks and have thus made the transition more 
cooperative. Increasing w causes the latter effect to dom- 
inate, and fhdo > fhd if fhdo < 50%. Hence the fhdo curve 
must cross the fhd curve at  very low helix content. As the 
helix content increases further, the curves across again. 
The minimum seen in Figure 5 is in reality an artifact of 
the Poland method (see discussion presented below). Note 
that the two curves do not cross a t  fhdo = 0.50 but rather 
a t  about 0.45. This reflects the fact that  while partial 
strand separation may be qualitatively viewed as reducing 
the mean u, the analogy is not quantitative as states of the 
CH type are not precluded and CC coils are allowed to 
form on the ends. 

Setting u = 1 X loe4, M = 4, and N = 71, we find very 
close agreement between fhd and Rd calculated with and 
without the exclusion of interior C(l)C(2) coils. (Rd ex- 
ceeds 0.95 for all values of w.) 

At sufficiently small u, e.g., 1 X lo", even in the absence 
of loop entropy, the Poland method gives a minimum in 
fhd and vs. w a t  low helix content. Use of the matrix 
method gave a slightly increasing partition function and 
an ever so slightly increasing helix content throughout the 
same range of w. This reflects round off error inherent 
in the Poland method and is mentioned in Poland's ap- 
pendix B.35 As we are interested in the regime where fhd 
> 50%, these errors are unimportant and need not concern 
us further a t  this time (see point 2 of discussion following 
eq 111-21). 

-- 
HHHHHCCCCC 

VI 

The nth block on chain two may either be helical or ran- 
domly coiled. Let ?&) ( rc(n) )  be the total statistical 
weight of all the conformations in blocks 1, ..., n when the 
nth block on chain two is helical (randomly coiled). Then 

i=n+ 1 

Expressions for rH(n) and rc(n) are derived in Appendix 
A. 

q L  with the Effect of Loop Entropy. We now proceed 
to construct qL(n),  the statistical weight of chain one 
having n randomly coiled blocks on the left-hand end of 
chain one (see sequence 111). If n 5 N - 1 

r 

L 

{ii lSMi[rc(N) + ~ H ( N ) I }  (IV-21) 

with rc (N)  and r H ( N )  defined in eq A-10 and A-12, re- 
spectively. rag are the statistical weights associated with 
all the conformations of n + 1, ..., N blocks on chain two 
when the nth block on chain two is in conformation cy and 
(n + 1)th block is in conformation 0. a and 0 may be either 
C or H. Explicit expressions for the rag are derived in 
Appendix B. Moreover 

i= 2 

qI with the Effect of Loop Entropy. Once q R  and qL 
are known, it is straightforward to construct qI(mI,n) .  

q ~ ( m ~ , n )  = 
m+n+l 

z=m+l 
7 m + n + 1 S m + l I q l  + q 2 I / ( ,  n SMilrc(RT) + ~H(N)IJ (IV-23) 

with 

and 
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Figure 7. Bottom solid curve, helix probability profiles for a 
two-chain, coiled coil with fhd equal to 0.503 in which interior 
random coils in the interacting parts of the dimer are excluded, 
Le., the loops-excluded model. Bottom dashed curve, helix 
probability profiles for a two-chain, coiled coil with fhdo equal to 
0.502 and in which loop entropy has been ignored. Top solid curve, 
helix probability profile for a two-chain, coiled coil with fhd equal 
to 0.799 in which interior random coils in the interacting parts 
of the dimer are excluded, Le., the loops-excluded model. Top 
dashed curve, helix probability profile for a two-chain, coiled coil 
with fhdo equal to 0.803 and in which loop entropy has been 
ignored. In all cases, u = 1.5 X s = 0.94, rn = 4, and N = 
71. 

:: I I 0  2 0  3 0  4 0  

W 

Figure 6. (A and B) fhdo and Rdo, respectively, vs. w for a hom- 
opolymeric two-chain, coiled coil, in which loop entropy is ignored. 
(C and D) fhd and R d ,  respectively, vs. w for the loops-excluded 
model in which loop entropy produces a single interacting helical 
stretch. In all cases cr = 1.5 X s = 0.94, N = 71, and m = 
4. 

where mT = mI + n (1 I mI 5 N - 2 , l I  n 5 N -  m I -  1. 
The q1 term generates all those sequences on chains whose 
left-hand side contains interacting helical pairs (see eq 
IV-20, qR-type expression) and q2 generates all those se- 
quences on chains whose right-hand side contains the in- 
teracting helical pairs (see eq IV-21, qL-type expression). 

Calculations on a Homopolymeric, Two-Chain, 
Coiled Coil. Taking a = s = 0.94, m = 4, and N = 
71, we find virtually identical agreement for fhd vs. w 
calculated with (using eq IV-20-23) and without the effect 
of loop entropy (using eq IV-7, -10, -11, and -13). Values 
of a = result in essentially no interior random coil 
formation and as required, the two treatments yield 
identical results. 

In Figure 6 we have plotted fhd and R d  vs. w for a coiled 
coil in which a = 1.5 X s = 0.94, m = 4, and N = 71. 
Curves A and B refer to fhdo and Rdo vs. w calculated with 
neglect of loop entropy. Curves C and D show fhd and R d  
vs. w calculated in the single interacting helix approxi- 
mation, i.e., the loops-excluded model. Again we remind 
the reader that the minimum in fhd is a result of round off 
error and should really be a plateau region. In the range 
of interest, fhd > 50%, the method is accurate. We call 
attention to the difference between curves A and C cal- 
culated with and without loop entropy. E.g., a t  90% helix 
content the ratio of w calculated without and with loop 
entropy is 2.9/2.4, or about 100 cal.(mol of block pairs)-'. 
The difference between the two curves is greatest a t  
moderately high and low helix contents. However, by use 
of the effective-decrease-in-a argument the curves in 
general must cross. Observe that the curves do not cross 
a t  50% helix content. This reflects both the finite size of 
the chains and the difference between merely decreasing 
the value of a and requiring that a single interacting helical 
stretch exists in the interacting portion of the dimer. Thus, 
the values of w required to yield a given fhd will be larger 
calculated from a theory that includes loop entropy than 
from a theory without loop entropy a t  low helix content 
and smaller calculated from the theory including loop 
entropy than from a theory ignoring loop entropy a t  high 
helix content; the precise magnitude of the difference will 
depend on u and NT. 

Observe that Rd vs. w (curve D) calculated with the 
effect of loop entropy is now a monotonically increasing 
function of w. Since the mean helix content increases by 
increasing the mean length of single interacting helix 
stretch, the number of interior coils must decrease; interior 
coils are only allowed in the noninteracting pieces of the 
dimer. Hence as the helix content increases, Rd must also 
increase. The behavior of R d  vs. w shown in Figure 6 is 
to be contrasted with that given in Figure 4 for the 

DNA-isomorphic model. In the latter curve, Rd is essen- 
tially unity throughout the values of w studied. 

At a given mean helix content, loop entropy exerts an 
important influence on the helix probability profile as seen 
in Figure 7. In the lower set of curves fhd is about 0.50 
and in the upper set fhd is about 0.80. The dashed curves 
are calculated with neglect of loop entropy; the solid curves 
are calculated with the maximum effect of loop entropy 
(loops excluded) included. Loop entropy results in an 
increased maximum in the probability profile; concomi- 
tantly, the helix content near the ends is decreased. This 
is a natural consequence of the constraint that loop entropy 
produces a single interacting stretch in a given molecule. 

In summary, the qualitative conclusions that emerge 
from the study of homopolymeric two-chain, coiled coils 
with loop entropy in the loops excluded model are as 
follows: 

(1) The value of w required for the same fhd with and 
without interior coils in the interacting helical stretches 
may differ substantially. 

(2) Rd is a monotonic function of w ;  that is, the helix-coil 
transition involves melting from the ends of a single stretch 
of helical block pairs. Introduction of interior random coils 
a t  block i serves to partially separate the strands elsewhere 
and effectively turns off the helix-helix interaction from 
block pair i to the end of the molecule. 

(3) The single interacting helix approximation that in- 
corporates the effect of loop entropy into the partition 
function produces a higher maximum in the helix proba- 
bility profile than where loop entropy is neglected. This 
observation is an immediate result of (2). 

V. Discussion of Results 
In this paper we have extended the theory of the he- 

lix-coil transition in a-helical, two-chain, coiled coils to 
include the effects of loop entropy. For chains of moderate 
length and values of a where interior random coil forma- 
tion is likely, loop entropy is so severe as to eliminate loops; 
i.e., i t  eliminates interior random coils from those se- 
quences bounded by interacting (chain associated) helical 
sequences. Hence in chains in which loop entropy is im- 
portant there is a single interacting helical stretch possibly 
preceded and followed by noninteracting blocks that may 
or may not be helical. 

To estimate when loop entropy is important, one should 
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calculate, with the neglect of loop entropy, Rd, the ratio 
of number of random coil blocks that unwind from the 
ends to the total number of coiled blocks. If Rd is near 
unity, the contribution of loop entropy to the helix-coil 
transition will be negligible, and our original treatment 
which ignored loop entropy can be safely employed. Al- 
gorithms to calculate Rd have been presented. 

In cases where loop entropy may be important, we have 
extended Poland's recursion relation method to incorpo- 
rate the effect of loop entropy into our treatment. By 
suitable manipulation the expressions for QR, QL, and qI 
have been reduced to, at worst, double sums over statistical 
weight matrix elements. In other words, we have devel- 
oped a hybrid matrix-recursion relation technique that 
allows us to include correlations up to the total number 
'of residues in the chain by summing over products of 2 X 
2 statistical weight matrices. 

We remark here that it is possible to forego Poland's 
recursion relation method in its entirety and incorporate 
the single interacting helix approximation as a sum of 
products of 4 X 4 statistical weight matrices. This alter- 
native and formally equivalent method will be developed 
in a forthcoming paper. 

In addition, we shall apply the generalized Poland 
treatment to extract w ( T )  from the thermal denaturation 
curves of rabbit a-tropomyosin at  acidic and near-neutral 
pH. Clearly, on the basis of Table I11 loop entropy may 
be important. w(T) extracted from experiment with a 
theory that includes the effect of loop entropy will pre- 
sumably be a measure of the mean helix-helix interaction 
alone. A detailed knowledge of the factors constituting 
w is important, for only then can we elucidate the nature 
of the interhelix stability in a-helical, two-chain, coiled 
coils. That is, after all, the primary motivation of this 
avenue of research. 
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Appendix A. Construction of r H ( n )  and r c ( n )  
We begin with the calculation of rH(n). The nth block 

on chain two may be part of an interacting helical stretch 
of length 1 I n or, if 1 < n, the nth helical residue may be 
noninteracting with the block on the adjacent chain. This 
occurs because internal H(l)C(2) blocks separate the two 
strands and act to turn off the helix-helix interaction. If 
the nth block on chain two is helical and w # 1, let us 
denote the statistical weight of all such interacting con- 
formations by rHi(n). On the other hand, if the nth block 
on chain two is helical and has been preceded by a ran- 
domly coiled block, it possibly cannot interact with the nth 
helical block on chain one and therefore has w = 1. Let 
us define the statistical weight of all such sequences by 
rHo(n). 

Now the statistical weight of all conformations of blocks 
1, ..., n on chain two having the nth block helical and 
interacting with the nth block on chain one is 

rHi(n) = 

For a homopolymer we can write 

rHi(n) = Crw'SM1-l(Ulln-'-l + 8U 12 n-1-11 + n-2 

1=1 

T W " - ~ S M ~ - ~  + TW"SM"-~ (A-4a) 

wherein 
n-1-1 

i=l 
Un-1-1 = n ui (A-4b) 

Furthermore, if the nth block on chain two is helical but 
noninteracting with the nth block on chain one, we have 

rHO(1) = 0 (A-5) 

rH0(2) = 0 (A-6) 

that is, at  least one helical block in the dimer is required 
to interact with the corresponding block on the other chain. 
If n 1 3, the maximum length of the interacting helical 
sequence is 1 = n - 2, and the (n  - 1)th block must be 
randomly coiled. Hence 

r H o ( n )  = 
n -2 

1= 1 

z 

[" Sjtlci 

U i [ i j  

"1 0 

3 [: 1 

i= z I* r j + l  tu1 n SMj+i 

0 

J (A-7) 
r n  S M ,  1 

Here, we use the convention that nT=&Ji = E if p > a In 
the homopolymeric limit we have 

rH,O(n) = C C rw'SM'-'S[UIlj-' + U12j-lS] X 
n-2 n-2-1 

1=1 j=o 

[rUlln-j-1-2 + SMU12n-j-f-2] (A-8) 

with 

uij. = 6i j  if a I 0 (A-9a) 

a 
Uija = (nu,), if a > o (A-9b) 

1=1 

Now rH(n) is given by 

rH(n) = rHi(n) + rHo(n) (A-10) 

with rHi(n) given by eq A-1 to  A-3 and rHo(n) given by eq 
A-5 to A-7. The statistical weight of blocks 1, ..., n on chain 
two having the nth block in the random coil state, rc(n), 
is given by 

rc(l)  = 1 (A-11) 

and for n > 1 

and for all n 1 3 In rc(n) the nth unit is by definition in a random coil state 
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wherein 

San+;+3+1 = Sn+;+3+1 

San+j+3+1 = 1 

if n + j + 3 + 1 I N 

if n + j + 3 + 1 > N (B-8b) 

and U" is defined in eq A-9a and A-9b. 
In similar fashion we proceed to calculate r"(n), the 

total statistical weight of all the conformations of blocks 
n + 1, ..., N on chain two when blocks n and n + 1 are both 
helical. Set 

rHH(n) = rHHi(n) + rHHo(n) (B-9) 

in which I"HHi(n) (~"'(n)) is the statistical weight appro- 
priate when n + 1 block pairs on chain one and two are 
interacting (noninteracting). 

T"(N - 1) = SMNW 

r"(N - 2) = SMN-lSNW + SMN-lSMNw 

(B-10) 

(B-11) 

and for all n < N - 2 
r 

and the helix may be up to n - 1 blocks in length. 
Suppose the chains are homopolymeric; then 

n-1 n-1-1 

1=1 ;=o 
rc,(n) = 1 + C C ~ W ~ S M ~ - ~ S ~ + ~ + ~ [ U ~ ~ ; - ~  + SU12J-'] X 

[ Ulln-j-l-2 + ~ r ~ ~ ~ n - j - l - 2 1  (A-13) 

where U" is defined by eq A-9a and A-9b. 

Appendix B. Calculation of rap 
Let us start with the calculation of FCH, the statistical 

weight of all sequences in blocks n + 1, ,.., N on chain two 
where the nth block is randomly coiled and the (n  + 1)th 
block is helical. 

rCH(n) = rCHi(n) + rCHo(n) (B-1) 

That is, the (n  + 1)th helical block may be interacting or 
noninteracting with the (n  + 1)th block on the chain one. 
rCHi(n) sums all statistical weights of blocks n + 1, ..., N 
associated with an interacting n + 1 block and rcH0(n) sums 
all the statistical weights of blocks n + 1, ..., N having a 
noninteracting n + 1 helical block. Clearly 

(B-2) rCHi(N - 1) = ~ N W  

rCHi(N - 2) = ~ N - ~ W N  + TN-~SMNW~ (B-3) 

and for n < N - 2 

rCHi(n)  = 

7 n + i W N - n  n S M j  (B-4) 
n+2 

Observe that the maximum length of an interacting helix 
is N - n. We use the convention n$&Ji = E if P > a. 

In the homopolymeric limit, eq B-4 may be simplified 
to yield 

rCH;(n) = 
N-n-1 

1=1 

7w1SM'-'S( U1lN-n-l-l + ~ ~ ~ N - n - l - 1 )  + 7SMN-n-1WN-n 

(B-5) 
wherein U" is defined by eq A-9a and A-9b. 

Now suppose residue n + 1 on chain two is part of the 
noninteracting HH block pair. The maximum length of 
the interacting helix is N - n - 2 (block n + 2 must be a 
random coil). Thus we can write 

rCHo(N - 2) = rCHo(N - 1) = 0 (J3-6) 

and when n < N - 2 

(B-7) 

where we again use the convention n&&Ji = E if /3 > a. 
Now if the chain is homopolymeric eq B-7 reduces to 

rcH:(n) = 
N-n-2 N-n-2-1 

1=1 j = O  
72w1SM1-1S" n+j+3+lU211+' 

9 03-84 [ uI1N-n-j-3-1 + u N-n-j-3- 
12 

L 
where the usual convention n&&, = E if p > a has been 
adopted and J*,  = Row (0,l). 

Now if all the blocks are identical, eq B-12 becomes 

r"i'(n) = 
N-n-1 

1=1 
SM1wlSn+l+l[ U1lN-n-l-l + U 12 N-n-l-l] + SMN-"wn 

(B-13) 

and Ua has been given in eq A-9a and A-9b. Moreover 

rHH0(N - 1) = rHH0(N - 2) = 0 (B-14) 

I f n < N - 2  
N-n-2  N-n-2-1 

r H H o ( n ) =  C 2: J*t* 
l = i  j = o  

with the usual convention nr==,Ui = E if a < p. 
Note that the maximum length of an interacting helical 

stretch when the ( n  + 1)th block on chain two is helical 
but noninteracting with block n + 1 on chain one is N - 
n - 2. 

In the limit of a homopolymer we have 
N-n-2 N-n-2-1 

r",O(n) = 1=1 C j = O  .TW~SM'S"~+;+~+~UZ~;+'[ U11N-n-j-1-3 

+ u12N-n-j-1-3 1 (B-16) 

with U" given in eq A-9a and A-9b and San+j+3+1 defined 
in eq B-8b. 

rcc(n), the statistical weight of all conformations of 
residues n + 1, ..., N on chain two when the nth and (n  
+ 1)th blocks are randomly coiled, is for n = N - 1 

rcc(N - 1) = 1 (B-17) 
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and for n < N - 1 
r 

(B-18) 

wherein n@Ji = E if cy < /3 and San+j+2+1 = Sn+,+2+I if n 
+ j + 2 + 1 I N a n d  equals one otherwise: the "1" in eq 
B-18 is the statistical weight of the N - n block completely 
randomly coiled state. 

rcc(n) = 

1 + 

For a homopolymer we have 

N-n-1 

1=1 
T w l s & f ~ ~ a n + j + 2 + l ~ l l I [  U11N-n-j-2-l + u 12 N-n-j-2-1 1 

(B-19) 

wherein Urn is, as previously, given in eq A-9a and A-9b. 
Finally, if rHC is the statistical weight of all the allowed 

conformations of blocks n + 1, ..., N on chain two when 
block n is helical and block n + 1 is a random coil, it can 
be shown that 

r d n )  = Sn+,rcc(n) (B-20) 
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ABSTRACT: A theory for inhomogeneous multicomponent polymer systems developed earlier by the authors 
is simplified for the case where the inhomogeneity is weak, and this theory is used to study the phase diagrams 
of a mixture of block copolymers, homopolymers, and solvents. The free energy of the system is expressed 
as a functional of the deviations in the concentration profiles from their homogeneous values, and a perturbation 
expansion up to fourth order in the fluctuations is carried out. For a mixture of a block copolymer and a 
nonselective solvent a simple expression is derived for the inhomogeneous free energy term, and some typical 
phase diagrams are calculated. The existence of eutectic points, similar to those studied in metallurgy, is 
demonstrated. Phase diagrams for block copolymer-homopolymer systems are also discussed, and homo- 
polymer-induced mesophase formation is predicted. The periodicity of the lamellar structure with varying 
homopolymer concentration is calculated, and the density profiles near demixing are shown. 

1. Introduction 
A polymeric blend containing block copolymers can 

exhibit a macroscopic phase separation as well as a mi- 
croscopic one. These polymeric alloys have been inten- 
sively studied in recent years because of their remarkable 
structural and mechanical The phase sep- 
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aration behavior of such systems has also been a problem 
of longstanding interest to  theorist^.^-'^ Krause4 has 
adopted a thermodynamic approach, and described the 
phase separations in macroscopic terms. Meier,5v6 on the 
other hand, has studied the microdomain formation from 
a more microscopic point of view, and on the basis of these 
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